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Family Friendly Greece: 3 of the Best
Kids are notoriously easy to please. Bucket, spade, sand: sorted. Adults with kids on the other hand; afar more
finicky crowd. If you're thinking about going Greek for your next family holiday, we've found three options sure
to keep both camps happy. Choose from boutique luxury, spmwling resorts and cosy villas and find the best
luxury family friendly holidays in Greece with our guide ...

Best Family Friendly Holidays in Greece
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Something for Everyone: Costa Navarino
WHAT
Located in :\lcssinia, at the very south of the mainland, Costa Navarino is nestled in one of the most unspoiled and
breath-taking landscapes to be found in this part of the world. With ecotourism at its heart, the resort upholds
incredibly high standards of environmental and social responsibility throughout, and spans across two 5-star
deluxe hotels. Check in to The Westin Resort for a week (or more) for the perfect balance of relaxation and
entertainment. When it comes to family friendly holidays in Greece, you've hit the jackpot.
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WHAT'S IN IT FOR KIDS?

..ate pool

With two large outdoor pools plus an impressive aquapark, they'll have no shortage of places to swim. At the
Sandcastle and Cocoon club, there are recreational and educational programs for children from 4 months to 12
years, where they can stay and play all day while you get some work (/ahem, sun worshipping) done. Other
activities include basketball, tennis, climbing and racing; and did we mention the enormous beach they can run riot

on?

WHAT'S IN IT FOR YOU?
While they're making friends at the Sandcastle Club, you can relax on the beach, by the pool or check into the spa.
Nearby Pylos has a beautiful little castle to explore, plus a bustling harbour and some interesting shops (including
an excellent cheese shop where you should pick up some cheese and figs to take home). Opt for a room with a
private pool so you can relax in peace while the little ones nap or play. There are endless dining options on site, so
fussy eaters are kept happy and there's ample variety for all the family. Treat yourself to a beach-side Barbouni
lunch of delicious calamari and Greek salad with a cockiail or two while the kids enjoy the sun, sea and sand.

BOOK IT
Red Savannah (01242 787800 www.redsavmrnah.com) offers 711ights for a familyoffow· people (2 adults/ 2
chi[d,.en under 12) at The Westin Costa Navarino, staying in a Family Suite on a B&B Basis, with returnflights
on EasyJet between London Gatwick and Kalama/a and private transfers to/from the airport would cost from
£4,262.00
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